The encounters of the Romanian philosopher C. Noica with his youger disciples -Gabriel Liicean, Andrei Pleșu, Sorin Vieru et alii -in the transylvanian Carpathian mountains, in the Păltiniș resort were perceived by Noica's followers as a real philosophical school and an idealistic alternative to the compulsory marxist ideology. In spite of that, the orthodox thinker and literary critic N. Steinhardt took it as a way of avoiding the tough reality of communism and a negation of the Christian religion. Therefore, he criticised that option and the pretention of the "Păltiniș School" to create a viable alternative to the officially imposed marxist vision. Steinhardt's article received critical answers not only from the members of the so-called School, but also from another thinker and literary critic, Adrian Marino, who thought that both Noica and Steinhardt are wrong and the younger thinkers should act against Nicolae Ceaușescu's agressive dictatorship by meas of civic and democratic activity. The study tries to emphasize the existence of more than one alternative to the communist ideology in Romania's 1980s, generally considered as a frozen epoch for free philosophical and politically relevant discussions.
carefully reads the above mentioned volume and identifies its bottom line -the three disciples' adherence is so powerful and untouched by serious criticism, that it acquires the aspect of a loyalty that is specific to the sects. And as we are faced with a small, elitist "sect", uncompromising in the name of the value principles that it has itself worked out and that it is practicing, disdaining the "grocers" (that is the indistinct crowd of the uninitiated in high culture), N. Steinhardt identifies its members with some... Cathars.
As it is well known, the Cathars -that is the pure (ones), in the etymological sense of the term -were the adepts of the dualist mediaeval heresy in southern France, a Christian sect with significant gnostic influences, in whose doctrine the ethical values of Good and Evil were pushed to extremes. When he identifies Noica's disciples who have become protagonists of the writing of one of them -the Evanghelical model is subtly parodied here, consciously or inconsciously (as the writer could have also made reference to another cultural model: Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers, by Diogenes Laërtius) -with some autochtonous Cathars, Steinhardt signals, a little annoyed -the error they might have fallen into: that of identifying the model not in Jesus Christ, but in a contemporary with no other virtues than those of a scholar of exceptional literary and philosophical endowment. Instead of going back to philosophy, father Steinhardt suggests, Noica's disciples "make a carved image for themselves", which cannot be accepted. This is why N. Steinhardt does not hesitate to make use of the rod, just as Jesus din in the Temple; it is a subtle rod, cut out for his sophisticated disciples, able to understand and decipher it in another register and otherwise than the Party and State Censorship, which was perfectly active in 1983, when the article was published. He calls those he alludes to "the Cathar seniors (the pure, the perfect ones)" 3 and does not hesitate to associate them with "the doctrine of the valiant, the noble, the stubborn Cathars" 4 , which is specific to a "fierce and logical aristocracy: a Cathar aristocracy, unbiased by obligingness or circumspection" 5 . Thus, he incriminates from the very beginning -as Dostoyevsky 6 had formerly done in his Notes from the Underground -the model of the geometrical spirit prevalence over regularly practiced goodness and generosity. However, Steinhardt speaks clearly enough when he compares the spiritual resurrection centre in the alpine neighbourhood of Sibiu with others, proclaimed as belonging to the same renewing source. "It is only in Păltiniş -Liiceanu tells us -(and this was thought about Darmstadt or Shantiniketane or Dornach also) -that we can find salvation" 7 . As Keyserling's Darmstadt, Tagore's Shantiniketane, Rodlf Steiner's Dornach are the centres of intellectual-spiritual dynamics which gave birth to bigger hopes than the simple model of a secular-intellectual diligence, promising either a "School of Wisdom" or a hermitage also having a religious role, or a "Goetheanum" able to decipher the world in its teosophycally knowable depths. What N. Steinhardt condemns here is a certain exclusivism implied by Liiceanu and his companions with reference to Păltiniş. He draws attention to the fact that it is not only here that the spirit can flourish; and, as this warning comes from a monk from Rohia, from Ţara Lăpuşului, he might have wanted to suggest that this orthodox monastic centre -where the monks used to gather around Steinhardt, as one of them, the priest and poet Ioan Pintea testifies -could be an alternative to Păltiniş. However, such a condescending idea -A. Pleşu suspects Steinhardt of having -might have never occured to father Nicolae. Instead, he might have only alluded to the arogant thought which drives some intellectuals consider that they -together with the place they work and live in -can constitute the centre of an unpreceded spiritual resurrection. N. Steinhardt's firm conviction -which clearly stems from his lines -is that there can be no other centre of spiritual irradiation that the celestial Jerusalem, Jesus Christ's Jerusalem.
From another perspective, his objection is based on a good knowledge of Noica, "our most important contemporary philosopher (and one of our greatest writers)" 8 . Having been acquainted with him since his school years, he knows that the former "only represented his relations with the other people in a spirit of freedom and in a perspective equally opened to all the others (my emphasis, O.P.) with the aim of delivering the psyche from the hackamores and traps of prejudices and mental routines" 9 . To put it otherwise, what the Păltiniş Diary claims -namely that he would be restricting, in a platonic and aristotelian spirit (an allusion to the division of the learning of these two masters into the exoteric and the esoteric one) the access of the potential disciples to him and to his learning -could not be confirmed. And this is due precisely to the fact that Noica -and many other philosophers -would be interested in delivering the soul and the mind from the censorship and prejudices of conformism. As a close friend of C. Noica puts it, the respective coviction pretends to be irrefutable.
Thus, the Păltiniş "Cathars" are wrong to attibute Noica a foreign elitism, Steinhardt argues, relying on their longstanding common past and the closeness between them, also sealed through the years of detention Steinhardt had to go through because of Noica. Their error is nevetheless twofold. They are wrong not only about the mentor from Păltiniş, but also about the unparalleled role of creativity and knowledge they attribute to philosophy. As regards this second matter, N. Steinhardt notices that "Philosophy is for them all, the only concern worthy of drawing the man's mind and thought, again and again: philosophy -delight and sovereign. [...] The rest is nothing but mere futility, grocery, waste of time, insuficiency of the spirit" 10 . The result, although not sought, leaves no doubt: "we reach thus to an unwanted, but genuine arrogance: philosophers alone are the salt of the earth (just as Plato and Voltaire thought), their pursuit alone justifies the very existence of this planet, and the emergence, on the face of the earth, of the speaking and reasoning species. The others? Worthy people, possibly -who knows -null, worthless: lost lives, shattered illusions, dead souls" 11 .
A true Christian, father Nicolae couldn't agree with such a closure. For him, supremacy, among the preoccupations of man's mind and soul, could not be that of theology, it could only be a supremacy related to salvation. He could not -even for prudence reasons -possibly hide his radical disagreement with the convictions of the Păltiniș group, as they were expressed in the Diary, even in a climate of acute atheist dictatorship, as that of Romania in the 1980s, dominated by Nicolae Ceaușescu's atheist primitivism. Therefore, this disagreement embraces two forms: that of sarcasm ("Don't worry, little flock: your names and only them are registered in the Book of Culture and Knowledge; it is only your devotion that will be taken into consideration and rewarded" 12 ) and that of precision, as he compares the Păltiniș Cathars with the authentic ones, and concludes: "The senior Cathars -the pure, the perfect onesmade use of more precise, more sincere terms: massa damnata". To put it otherwise, the new Cathars despise the masses, the mobs, and do not even have the dignitiy to do it overtly, proving thus the purity and the spiritual perfection claimed through their distancing from the non initiated ones. Proving a remarkable stylistic ability, when attributing this formula to the authentic, medieval Cathars, father Nicolae remarks that the massa damnata is exactly what Gogol referred to in the title of his famous novel: dead souls 13 . He offers, in a brief parenthesis, a deep and instantaneous reading -as satori, the zen illumination -to the parable in Gogol's masterpiece, equalling, at the same time, the rather polemical rejection of the mobs -justified by the Communist ideology, which priviledged collectivism and excercised, in the name of the working class, a power which marginalized the intellectuals -by the Păltiniș coryphaeiwith non-Christian pride and selfimmolation in heresy.
N. Steinhardt considers that we are dealing with error also because he knows, from his own experience, that the recourse to philosophical readings, even the systematic ones, organised in series of important works, is not necessarily superior to other paths: "But maybe not even those who, out of solidarity with Noica, borrowed at a certain moment paths with a different destination didn't do bad deeds and got an ontological living experience equal to that acquired through the thorough reading of the Cassirer edition. They had an existential reading of The Philosophy of becoming within being, in a manner which cannot be competed with or replaced (sic!) by any treaty, however deep or complete it may be. (Nor by any cultural fervour, however serious it may be)" 14 . The monk reminds here that his devotion went as far as losing his personal freedom and accompanying Noica in prison, and claims thus a superiority in terms of biographical, moral and destiny attachement to the love testimony in The Paltinis Diary. At the same time, he shows that the experience of assiduous reading -by excellence the intellectual path -can be equated and even surpassed, under certain conditions, by existential experience, thus by a more direct and deeper interiorised assumption than the simple text meditation. The exemplary history from the Old and the New Testament resonates in the background, sending, in the first case, to Moses, who decided to suffer with his people -just as the chosen people followed him at the risk of suffering -and in the second to Jesus's disciples, who left their work and their families in order to follow him.
However, even more important than the above-mentioned aspects is the fact that, with these last accents, N. Steinhardt provides his personal answer to an issue that has concerned Romanian intellectuals confronted with dictatorship and totalitarianism, especially after 1990, but also earlier: the possibility of resistance through culture. Steinhardt opposes to the isolated elitary study, seen as a form of spiritual resistance, the effective afflictions and passions, through detension and confrontation with tormentors in jails, experiences that he has experienced himself.
Antithesis
The echo of this stand taken by the Cathars from Păltiniş was made known soon after the release of the article published by the critic. Writing to Constantin Noica from Heidelberg on the 23rd of April, 1984, Andrei Pleşu added a long post-scriptum. It was in fact a whole new other letter in which he went on and on about "Mr. Steinhardt's bloody tenderness" 15 . The disciple from Păltiniş gave two replies to the objections formulated. First of all, argues Pleşu, there was not the time for N. Steinhardt to write as he did, since now, so soon after the scandal caused by the transcendentalists, the occasion can be easily speculated by the Securitate and the Party in order to unleash new campaigns against the nonconformist scholars ("...how careless his decision was to attack the Journal for "elitarianism", at a time when such an attack could be so easily sniffed…" 16 ). Writing this way, Pleşu implicitly argues, father Nicolae behave almost as if he was against the elite, that is, just like one of those who accused the Republic in the early years of Communism, one of those who dragged -hidden behind such pretexts -the bourgeois Romania in prisons. Such an individual could only be the exponent of Stalinist unmasking or, at least, an informer.
A second objection would be that N. Steinhardt's Christian drive did not justify such an attitude: "Obviously, we know what he wants to say in fact; we know that his love for the massa damnata comes from Rohia, and not from the public square. And yet, what an agreement, what ambiguity!" 17 The fact that embracing the crowds does not translate a sort of cult of the proletariat, a kind of Leninism, but it comes as a form of Divine love that embraces the whole herd, does not accuse Steinhardt, as Andrei Pleşu argues. This situation reveals a fundamental ambiguity, but the "coincidence" that this occurs after the scandal of the transcendentalists, fuelling the sterilizing officialdom, seems to incriminate at least Steinhardt's negligence. However, turning to a radical interpretation -and nothing prevents, in Andrei Pleşu's words, from such an interpretation -, the reading of the text on Noica's Cathars can only be excluded as... denouncement. Perhaps not that much, since 'the only excuse of the article published in Familia [The Family] is the author's friendship towards you' [Mr. Noica]" 18 . An apology is, however, an act of understanding and tolerance towards the evil already caused, and not exoneration. This explains why the mitigation apparently brought by the relationship with C. Noica does not seem to be invoked in order to remove suspicion, but to mark the grandeur of forgiving an unpardonable act.
Andrei Pleşu would not want to exaggerate the verdict he has on the tip of his tongue. He considers Steinhardt's text as characterised by "... an unfair verve and a questionable opportunity". While it is clear how he could be considered inappropriate with the circumstances, the unfair playful dimension seems unacceptable given the seriousness of the subject. The verve is inappropriate, in Pleşu's view, both with the subject -Liiceanu's book -, compatible with the stature and the intellectualmoral altitude ascribed to Constantin Noica, and in relation to the risks it presupposes in the historical context of the 1983-1984s, right in the middle of Ceauşescu's aggressive dictatorship. Caution or fear? Either of the attitudes mentioned here is but an evidence of the recent trauma suffered by entering into contact with the officials of the time. Unfortunately, beyond the biographical and historical circumstances it evokes, the attitude resulting from this discussion is one circumventing the critique, considered inappropriate in itself.
It is obvious that for Andrei Pleşu, an attitude appropriate to the circumstances would have been one of deference without any obstacles, of approving comments, adopting a fully serious tonality. Or, even more preferable would have been a conspiratorial silence. Rather than risking criticism, Noica's younger coryphaeus would have presumably wanted... to avoid troubling the waters. There remains, undoubtedly, the question whether, under the ideological pressure, strict censorship and watchful police guard, silence is not preferable to the critical dialogue that can be prejudicial to one or all the participants to the dialogue. This dilemma is connected to another -famous -one expressed through the question: "What's the use of a poet in times of pestilence?" The answers to this question can vary, but it is certain that resistance through culture differs from the uncritical stillness in one's own representations. We believe that analytical lucidity cannot be equalled to the movement of ideas, with the exchange of views and perspectives. Insulation to a tight, elitist group neither provides a solution to historical aggressions, unless it is included in a plan that does not interfere with civics and is not at the service of the others in a sublimated, ahistorical way.
With such reserves, Andrei Pleşu argues that: "I cannot suspect Mr. Steinhardt of bad faith. And yet, this is what Mr. Steinhardt found appropriate to say?" That Păltiniş is a "fortress of exclusivist pride?" That it is unjust to the "crowds", the "grocers", the "punks"?' 19 Yes. Precisely! As a convinced follower of the law of the love of Jesus, in a historical watershed when, more than ever, a true Christian could not think of anything more suitable than the Christic model as the only means to escape the decay of the history building under their eyes, what else could the man from Rohia say? 20 What remains however complete is the attitude Andrei Pleşu had towards N. Steinhardt. It is a threefold reproach, according to each of the questions he mentioned. Eventually, the alleged inability of suspecting monk Nicolae is downgraded to the second place, by displaying the three arguments that remove the presumed assumption of innocence.
Although it is not intended as such, Andrei Pleşu's letter is a virulent accusation against N. Steinhardt's audacity to set apart from the group of Păltiniş and its manifesto.
Synthesis (id est, liberal criticism)
In 1999, as he wrote his memoirs entitled Viaţa unui om singur [Life of a Lonely Man], Adrian Marino defined himself retrospectively -selfderisively -as "... a mediocre and flat rationalist, inaccessible to any misterium tremendum" 21 , and he expressed with maximum clarity his intellectual beliefs as follows:
What I claim, definitively and in all energy, is nothing but the right of every spirit endowed with critical thinking to express itself anytime, anywhere and upon anyone. Freely and with no inhibitions. Precisely against spiritual masters. One of the fundamental principles of my cultural life. I have previously claimed it recently also. And I still do it, since for me it is and it remains fundamental. This is how I approached other texts on C. Noica and M. Eliade. And I will act so, until the end, all risks taken. Erga omnes. The human spirit is too servile and conformist when faced with so many tyrannical and megalomaniac idols. Not to mention the "Romanian" one, bearing in itself something of the eternal "servant" and humble "subject". The hat always in their hand, in front of the "master", particularly intellectual, but also political or economic 22 .
It is thus not surprising that, in the pages of the same book, Marino found a place for what he called the "clarification of a situation that escalated into a myth and a hagiography" 23 . This was not however a direct reference to a specific intellectual myth born in the dry times of communism or afterwards, but to myth and hagiography in general, wherever they occurred in the Romanian public or intellectual life. This is why, in the retrospection he signed -a civic and intellectual testament intended to appear posthumously, as it actually happened -Adrian Marino reviewed not one, but several myths and hagiographies; among them, there are those of Nae Ionescu, C. Noica, the Păltiniş group, Al. Paleologu 24 , and also N. Steinhardt.
Situated on completely different ideological positions -to make use of his own term -compared to the highly criticised Noica and the rather ignorant N. Steinhardt, Adrian Marino exercised a reasoned critique of the two, both as regards their cultural contribution, and dislocating the myths that had started to grow around them. He had previously dedicated C. Noica more than once detailed critical approaches 25 .
As regards N. Steinhardt, he started to make several brief observations. For instance, noting "… a contemptuous reaction [addressed to A. Marino -n. O.P.] of the great 'Christian' N. Steinhardt, in a volume of dialogues…" 26 , which certainly represents a critique of his hypocrisy (a true Christian does not manifest contempt to his fellows, especially when it comes to those sharing the same destiny, both intellectually and politically, such as former prisoners). "A 'monk' or not, but inevitably a 'man of letters', always in the editorial office, instead of just definitively meditating at Rohia Monastery..." 27 ; this is the characterisation that Marino draws on the monk from Rohia, arguing that the latter's interest in the literary life after entering the monastery would testify to a lack of authentic monachal calling, and noticing the rather mundane interest in the literary milieu. Adrian Marino's critique is one of substance and it aims several stands considered as undemocratic from within our contemporary culture. He thus rejects the paideic model based on the transformation of the idea of master in a Pythagorean cult:
I know very well that in the Romanian culture there is a craze to become "master", to have "disciples", to "study". Starting from Titu Maiorescu, to N. Iorga, Nae Ionescu and C. Noica (G. Călinescu himself was contaminated by this mentality, for which he did not have though any calling), this "apostolate" made havoc 28 .
The reference to a whole family of spirits, all prestigious, who encouraged this formula, considering it a halo, enchains here an entire modern intellectual tradition. But within it, special attention deserves the case of C. Noica, particularly since, at the time when Marino discussedjust as he did now -the model of the oriental guru who shapes his followers within an irrational formula -of rather oriental nature -he found illustration in the case from Păltiniş.
... When Noica asked me once (I recalled this scene before) whether "I didn't want to have students" (in his case a true obsession for recruitment, in an obvious legionary tradition and education), I replied embarrassed and in an ironic tone: "I lost all appetite seeing what your students do." "The master from Păltiniş" smiled and no longer insisted 29 .
Obviously, the obsession of having followers is older and more intricate than Marino discusses here. It also characterised the secret societies at the eve of Modernity, if we were to look for other models than those of the philosophic masters in Plato and Aristotle's ancient Athens. It is not however less true that the Legionnaires' organization in nests and fraternities also resembled the paideic model that places at its centre a master whom disciples obey and imitate. But after all, the same model is to be found also in the Pateric, in the wilderness, later passing straight into the Eastern monasticism, growing to characterise also the cultural model spread in the Middle Ages and early modernity by the Orthodox monks on the Romanian territories. Unfortunately, for Marino, "the School of Noica' is, unintentionally or not, a potentially neo-legionary's nursery. Some of them even active" 30 not just by virtue of the layout, of the thematic repertoire and the types of solutions looked for. It could thus seem this way also due to the traditionalist nuances of an Orthodox tradition that Adrian Marino cannot support given the inter-war drifts of the extreme right he witnessed and criticised. The same Orthodox layer contributes to shaping his view of N. Steinhardt, even though between the latter's rhetoric and that of Noica's group, just as between the ideas of the two trends still bearing affinities, there are plenty of differences, as it is shown by the circumstances given in the present text. At this point, Marino is as explicit as possible arguing that: … most of all, I was disgusted with the legionary memorial services and "cult of death" (that I have lived up to saturation between 1939 and 1940). Then, after 1989, when such murky residues re-emerged, this whole méli-mélo of mystagogy, occultism, "myths", "Orthodoxism", "Nae Ionescu", Steinhardt, "initiation into Păltiniş" and many other such degraded "spiritualities" (deeply ingestible in my opinion), sent me away from any obscure mystique 31 .
For the ideologist with liberal views, there is surely no place for spiritualities between inverted commas, or even... degraded. They would have probably been in their pure state, should those who professed them had lived rigorously in the spirit of what they preached. However, from this point of view, Marino is wrong at least as regards N. Steinhardt, who not only converted to Orthodoxy, being baptised, but also chose to retire to a monastery. But, as seen, not even this convinces Marino, who suspects the lack of genuine fervour in someone who was too present in editorial offices and too little in accordance with the model of the hesychast ascetic monk, always immersed in prayer, humbly accepting full anonymity.
Is then Marino "more Catholic than the Pope", more rigorist than he should? Apparently yes, but Marino claims -sub-textually, and yet transparently -that unlike them, he always remained consistent with his condition of former prisoner and deported, never more than a social and intellectual marginal figure, unable to fit the system. This explains how the author of the manifesto Politică şi cultură [Politics and Culture] articulates as briefly and transiently, so unequivocally, his stand: "I'm just as intransigent and against any kind of cultural myths such as 'orthodoxy', 'Nae Ionescu', 'Constantin Noica'' 32 .
Marino is not absurd in his denial. He acknowledges the cultural merits of the Group from Păltiniş, the "Cathar" disciples of Noica. 'Studying the ancient philosophers, supporting the Plato edition, stimulating the learning of classical and foreign languages were undoubtedly, during those sinister times, positive initiatives of first rank.// Only that everything was ascribed, at the same time, to the most artful diversion and ambiguity. The message went like this:
Guys, spit on history (see Jurnalul filosofic [Philosophical Journal] . That is, do not mind the opposition, the anticommunist resistance. Focus only spiritual "ontological", "metaphysical" things, totally harmless concerns for the Securitate. Lose interest in any politics. It is trivial, impure, unessential, un-... ontological by definition. [...] These meetings at Păltiniş (recorded, as a matter of fact, with the strictest attention), did not undermine in any way the foundations of Ceauşescu' regime 33 .
Extending the approach to other echoes of the discussion over a broader time span would exceed the frames of this paper. Once out, however, it would reveal a series of concentric circles, adhesions and visible boundaries that marked the Romanian culture over the last decades, involving other voices of our culture.
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